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ANNUAL RENEWAL PROCESS CHANGES

Online renewal strongly encouraged

S

ince implementation during
calendar year 2007, online renewal has been successful. This
year the Board is strongly encouraging all registrants to renew online
through its secure website.
Registrants will receive a user ID,
password, and instructions on how to
renew online using a credit or debit
card.
Acceptable credit cards have been
expanded to include American Express and Discover, in addition to
MasterCard and VISA.
Registrants who cannot renew online must either download a paper
renewal from the Board’s website at
www.peps.ohio.gov, or contact the
Board office at (614) 466-3651 to request the paper renewal.
Online renewal benefits both the
registrant and board staff. Advantages include expedited renewal processing with an instant receipt, an
environmentally friendly reduction in
paper, elimination of incomplete renewals and bad checks, and the ability to link renewal history data without the need for scanning.
During the renewal process, registrants can verify the successful

processing of renewal applications
from the “License Lookup” link on
the Board’s website. When the Board
has finished processing a renewal,
the expiration date will be updated
and the status will change to “Activein-Renewal Paid.” Once wallet cards
are printed and mailed, statuses will
change to “Active”.
During renewal registrants will be
asked to certify that they have completed the continuing professional development (CPD) requirement for the
year.
Registrants should only answer affirmatively in the continuing professional development verification box if
the required hours are completed, or
if they are exempt from the requirement.
Responding affirmatively when
CPD has not been completed is considered fraud or deceit in obtaining registration and a violation of 4733.20(A)
(1) of the Ohio Revised Code.
All registrants are required to
earn fifteen hours of continuing education per year with the exception of
first year registrants and registrants
granted an exception by the Board for
active military duty.

Biennial renewal proposed

T

he Board has proposed changes
in law to convert to a biennial
renewal cycle for professional
engineers and professional surveyors beginning with the 2012 renewal
cycle.
Converting to a biennial renewal
cycle will reduce costs and improve
efficiency. Research reflects that 75
percent of other state engineering/
surveying boards have opted for biennial or a similar staggered renewal
process. If enacted during 2011, the
Board will look to implement biennial

renewal with the 2012 renewal cycle.
All professional engineers and professional surveyors will renew every
other year and be required to obtain
30 hours of continuing professional
development during the two-year renewal cycle.
If a licensee exceeds the 30-hour
requirement during the renewal period, a maximum of 15 hours may be
carried forward into the subsequent
renewal period.
The biennial renewal fee will be
$40.00. ■

Individuals licensed as both professional engineers and professional surveyors are required to earn a total of
fifteen hours with at least five hours
in each area of practice.
Additional information regarding qualifying activities, conversion
of hours, and recordkeeping can be
accessed on the Board’s website at
www.peps.ohio.gov. ■

Mawhorr, Snyder
appointed to Board
James D. Mawhorr, P.E., P.S.,

resident of Mansfield, Ohio, was appointed to the Board on October 6,
2009, replacing David L. Cox, P.S.,
whose term expired.
Mr. Mawhorr is currently the Vice
President of Transportation for K.E.
McCartney & Associates where he
is responsible for transportation engineering and construction management services. Mr. Mawhorr previously served as District Highway
Administrator in District 3 for the
Ohio Department of Transportation.
Mr. Mawhorr is a graduate of the
University of Toledo and is registered
as both a professional engineer and
professional surveyor.

Franklin D. Snyder, Jr., P.S., resident of Jefferson, Ohio, was appointed to the Board on May 3, 2010, replacing Frederick F. Frecker, P.E.,
P.S., who resigned.
Mr. Snyder is the manager of surveying operations for Burgess & Niple, Inc.’s Great Lakes Region, providing surveying services for public and
private clients throughout northern
Ohio.
Mr. Snyder is a past president of
the Professional Land Surveyors of
Ohio, Inc., and a 1999 graduate of
LEADERship Ashtabula County. ■

Don’t let your license lapse…renew ONLINE by DECEMBER 31.

Enforcement • 2009-2010 Disciplinary Actions

T

he Board is charged with investigating complaints alleging
violations of Ohio R.C. 4733 and
Ohio A.C. 4733.
The primary goal of our enforcement program is to bring registrants
into compliance with Ohio’s laws and
rules regarding the practice of professional engineering and professional
surveying as defined within these
chapters.
We resolve the majority of complaints we receive by warning letters
and educational conferences.
During fiscal year 2010 the Board
received and investigated 110 complaints — an increase of 25 from the
previous fiscal year.
The Board held 10 disciplinary
hearings during fiscal year 2010.
During fiscal year 2010 the Board
closed 50 complaints.
Thirty-one complaints were closed
because no violations were found
or the complaint was outside of the
Board’s jurisdiction; 11 complaints
were closed after the individual or
firm voluntarily came into compliance; warning letters were sent in five

cases; three complaints were closed
due to completion of Board actions.
At the end of fiscal year 2010 the
Board had 85 pending complaints.
During fiscal year 2010 the Board
opened 29 formal investigations.
Twenty were opened from complaints received during fiscal year
2010 and nine were opened from complaints received prior to fiscal year
2010.
During fiscal year 2010 the Board
closed 29 formal investigations.
Of the 29 formal investigations
closed the following actions were
taken: 15 investigations were closed
after the individual or firm entered
into a settlement agreement; ten were
closed after the Board conducted an
adjudication hearing and/or issued
disciplinary action; two were closed
after the individual or firm voluntarily came into compliance; two were
closed because no violations were
found or the complaint was outside of
the Board’s jurisdiction.
At the end of fiscal year 2010 the
Board had 17 pending formal investigations. ■

OCTOBER 2009

Jerald E. Hasbrouck, P.E.
Hasbrouck Engineering, Inc.
Columbus, Ohio
VIOLATION: Provided engineering services while PE registration was expired and
firm’s Certificate of Authorization was expired
[violation of R.C. 4733.02, 4733.14, 4733.16,
4733.20 (A)(2) and (5), 4733.22 and O.A.C.
4733-23-01 (A)].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $4,700 fine.

Chander Nangia, P.E.
Houston, Texas
VIOLATION: Voluntarily surrendered license
in another state in lieu of disciplinary action
[violation of O.R.C. 4733.20 (A)(5) and O.A.C.
4733-35-08].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement to
voluntarily surrender license in Ohio.
Vaughn R. Kuckenbecker, P.S.
Cunningham, Tennessee
VIOLATION: Applied his surveying seal to
work that was not performed under his direct
supervision and control [violation of O.R.C.
4733.20 (A)(2), (3) and (5) and O.A.C. 473323-01 (B) and (C) and 4733-37-07 (A)].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with 2 year suspension (one year stayed) and
$2,500 fine.

FEBRUARY 2010

Brian C, Christenson, P.E.
Bucyrus, Ohio
VIOLATION: Failed to respond to the
continuing education audit; falsely reported
that he had completed the continuing education requirement on his annual renewal; failed
to complete continuing education [violation of
R.C. 4733.151, 4733.20 (A)(1) and (5), 4733.22
and O.A.C. 4733-19-01 and 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Board issued a Final
Order revoking registration.

George Diefenbach, Jr., P.E.
Seattle, Washington
VIOLATION: Failed to respond to the
continuing education audit; falsely reported
that he had completed the continuing education requirement on his annual renewal; failed
to complete continuing education [violation of
R.C. 4733.151, 4733.20 (A)(1) and (5), 4733.22
and O.A.C. 4733-19-01 and 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Board issued a Final
Order revoking registration.
U Young Park, P.E.
Honolulu, Hawaii
VIOLATION: Falsely reported that he had
completed the continuing education requirement on his annual renewal; failed to complete continuing education [violation of R.C.
4733.151, 4733.20 (A)(1) and (5), 4733.22 and
O.A.C. 4733-19-01 and 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Board issued a Final
Order revoking registration.
Horst J. Stauber, P.E.
Vero Beach, Florida
VIOLATION: Failed to respond to the
continuing education audit; falsely reported
that he had completed the continuing education requirement on his annual renewal; failed
to complete continuing education [violation of
R.C. 4733.151, 4733.20 (A)(1) and (5), 4733.22
and O.A.C. 4733-19-01 and 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Board issued a Final
Order revoking registration.
Bruce E. Wilson, P.E.
Las Vegas, Nevada
VIOLATION: Failed to respond to the
continuing education audit; falsely reported
that he had completed the continuing education requirement on his annual renewal; failed
to complete continuing education [violation of
R.C. 4733.151, 4733.20 (A)(1) and (5), 4733.22
and O.A.C. 4733-19-01 and 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Board issued a Final
Order revoking registration.

APRIL 2010
Gregory N. Ferguson, P.E.
Des Allemands, Louisiana
VIOLATION: Failed to respond to the
continuing education audit; [violation of R.C.
4733.151 (G) and 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $500 fine.

Jeffrey Pugh, P.E.
Alto, Michigan
VIOLATION: Failed to respond to the
continuing education audit [violation of R.C.
4733.151 (G) and 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $500 fine.
Tien Van Nguyen, P.E.
Sunnyvale, California
VIOLATION: Failed to respond to the
continuing education audit [violation of R.C.
4733.151 (G) and 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $2,000 fine.
Sam L. Yaker, P.E.
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
VIOLATION: Falsely reported that he had
completed the continuing education requirement on his annual renewal; failed to complete continuing education [violation of R.C.
4733.151 and 4733.20 (A)(1) and (5)].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement to
voluntarily surrender Ohio PE registration.

JUNE 2010
Mark C. Steiner
Xenia, Ohio
VIOLATION: Failed to respond to the
continuing education audit; [violation of R.C.
4733.151 (G) and 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $500 fine.
Edward J. Foltz, P.E.
Burlington, Kentucky
VIOLATION: Provided engineering services
while PE registration was expired [violation
of ORC 4733.02, 4733.20 (A)(2) and (5),
4733.22].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $1,500 fine.
Howard P. McCutcheon, P.E.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
VIOLATION: Provided engineering services
while PE registration was expired [violation
of ORC 4733.02, 4733.20 (A)(2) and (5),
4733.22].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $1,000 fine.

VIOLATION: Misdemeanor criminal conviction [violation of R.C. 4733.20 (A)(2), (4) and
(5) and OAC 4733-35-02].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $1,000 fine.
Michael A. Ambrosino, P.E.
New York, New York
VIOLATION: Failure to report disciplinary
action in another state; voluntarily surrendered
license in another state in lieu of disciplinary
action [violation of ORC 4733.20 (A)(1) and (5)
and OAC 4733-35-08].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement to
voluntarily surrender license in Ohio.
Jerry B. Weininger, P.S.
McCutchenville, Ohio
VIOLATION: Affixed his professional
surveyor seal to another surveyor’s survey
[violation of R.C. 4733.20 (A)(2) and (5) and
O.A.C. 4733-35-07 and 4733-37-05].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with reprimand and $1,000 fine.
Larry S. Ayer, P.E.
Cincinnati, Ohio
VIOLATION: Provided engineering services
while PE registration was expired [violation
of ORC 4733.02, 4733.20 (A)(2) and (5),
4733.22].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $7,000 fine.

JULY 2010
Edward Pelton, P.E.
Akron, Ohio
VIOLATION: Failed to respond to the
continuing education audit; falsely reported
that he had completed the continuing education requirement on his annual renewal; failed
to complete continuing education [violation of
R.C. 4733.151, 4733.20 (A)(1) and (5), 4733.22
and O.A.C. 4733-19-01 and 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement to
voluntarily surrender Ohio PE registration.

Chad J. Brown, P.E.
Fairfield, Ohio
VIOLATION: Misdemeanor criminal conviction [violation of R.C. 4733.20 (A)(4)].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $1,000 fine.

Paul W. Hayman, P.E.
Hayman Residential Engineering
Services, Inc.
Durham, North Carolina
VIOLATION: Provided engineering services
in Ohio without a Certificate of Authorization
[violation of R.C. 4733.02, 4733.16, 4733.20
(A)(5) and 4733.22].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with reprimand and $1,500 fine.

Douglas K. Green, P.E.
Ostrander, Ohio

PSARA Technologies, Inc.
Cincinnati, Ohio

VIOLATION: Provided engineering services
in Ohio without a Certificate of Authorization
[violation of R.C. 4733.16, 4733.20 (A)(5) and
4733.22 and O.A.C. 4733-23-01 (A)].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with reprimand and $2,000 fine.
Kaiser Aziz, P.E.
Spring, Texas
VIOLATION: Failed to complete continuing
education [violation of R.C. 4733.151 (A) and
(G), 4733.20 (A)(1) and (5) and 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Board issued a Final
Order revoking registration.
Scott Ganyard, P.E.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
VIOLATION: Convicted of a felony [violation of R.C. 4733.20 (A)(4) and (5) and O.A.C.
4733-35-07 and 4733-35-08].
BOARD ACTION: Board issued a final order
placing Ganyard on probation for 3 years and
pay a $250 fine. One year suspension stayed
pending no additional violations of law.
Mark E. Linz, P.E.
Cincinnati, Ohio
VIOLATION: Misdemeanor criminal conviction and failing to respond to Board’s request
for information [violation of R.C. 4733.11 (E),
4733.20 (A)(4) and (5) and O.A.C. 4733-3509].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $250 fine.

AUGUST 2010
Norman J. Casini, P.E.
Independence, Ohio
VIOLATION: Failed to respond to the
continuing education audit [violation of R.C.
4733.151 (G) and O.A.C. 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $500 fine.
Jeffrey W. Lindsey, P.E.
Dulles, Virginia
VIOLATION: Failed to respond to the
continuing education audit [violation of R.C.
4733.151 (A) and (F), 4733.20 (A)(1) and (5)
and O.A.C. 4733-35-09].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $3,000 fine.
Lon M. Cooper, P.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan
VIOLATION: Misdemeanor criminal conviction and failing to report the conviction to the
Board within 60 days [violation of 4733.20 (A)
(2), (4) and (5) and O.A.C. 4733-35-02].
BOARD ACTION: Settlement agreement
with a reprimand and $250 fine. ■

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Preparing for a mistake-free CPD audit

T

he intent of the continuing professional development (CPD) requirement is to ensure that registrants remain competent to practice
by staying abreast of the technological advancements and other changes
affecting the professions of engineering and surveying.
Since the inception of CPD in 2008,
Executive Director John Greenhalge
and the Board staff have addressed
many questions by telephone or by
speaking at various conferences and
seminars across Ohio. One of the major concerns among registrants is the
audit.
The Board diligently works with
registrants to educate them on how
to prepare for an audit and avoid mistakes. However, as with any relatively
new law or procedure, mistakes will
happen.
Mistakes that are easily rectifiable
within the six-month notification period include sending in unacceptable

documentation or CPD logs, taking
courses or activities that do not qualify or maintaining incomplete CPD
records.
One mistake that is not easily rectifiable, and usually requires some
form of disciplinary action, is not
responding to the Board’s audit and
request for information within the 30day time period.
Ohio Administrative Code section
4733-35-09 states that a registrant
must respond timely to written communications from the Board, providing information or documents requested within 30 days of the date on
which the communication was mailed.
An additional, and more significant mistake a registrant can make,
is certifying on an annual renewal
application that they have obtained
15 CPD hours relevant to their field
when in fact they have not.
This is a serious violation and may
result in serious disciplinary action

BIENNIUM BUDGET

Efficiently protecting the public

T

he State Board of Registration
for Professional Engineers and
Surveyors is an autonomous
state agency whose mission is to protect the safety, health and welfare of
the public by establishing and maintaining standardized licensing requirements, adopting rules defining
and delineating unlawful and unethical conduct and providing an effective
and accountable disciplinary process
for individuals or entities that violate
the laws and rules.
Our specialized staff, including
Board members and technical consultants, provides the technical experience and knowledge unique to
the professions of engineering and
surveying and permits us to regulate
and effectively and efficiently investigate complaints and evaluate credentials for licensure.
The Board is one of twenty-five
Ohio licensing boards that share a

central business office in order to reduce costs related to payroll, human
resources and fiscal processing.
By consistently looking for ways
to reduce expenses the Board is able
to maintain the lowest renewal fee in
the U.S. for professional engineering
and surveying licensing Boards at
$20.00 per year.
As the newsletter goes to press the
Board is preparing its 2012-2013 biennium budget request.
During the last biennium, the
Board’s annual budget was reduced
from $1,058,881 to $902,772 — a
14.5% decrease — despite annual revenue remaining steady at $1,048,336.
The Board’s 2012-2013 biennium
budget request will include a request
to return to previous budget levels so
that the Board can maintain its current level of operations and continue
to provide excellent service to the
public, examinees and registrants. ■

such as revocation, suspension of the
license and/or a fine and reprimand.
Violations become a public record
and are reported to the National
Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying.
When a registrant is disciplined
for violations of R.C. section 4733,
the action not only affects their Ohio
license but may also subject them to
administrative action in other states.
Please contact the Board with any
questions or concerns about CPD and
refer to the continuing education page
on the Board’s website for the latest
CPD information. ■

OHIO ENGINEERING FIRST

Main Street
Bridge

C

olumbus’ second Main Street
bridge is a 700-foot inclined
arch suspension bridge over
the Scioto River.
The bridge is the first in North
America, and only the fifth in the
world, to use an inclined arch superstructure. Additionally, it is believed to be the first in the world to
use cables and struts to tie the arch
together, and the first to carry both
pedestrians and vehicles.
The final cost is over $60 million.
The original Main Street bridge
was a multiple-span, art-deco openspandrel concrete deck arch bridge,
built in 1937. After years of degradation due to weather and traffic, the
bridge was deemed unfit for use and
closed in 2000.
Wanting an iconic structure to replace the old bridge, city of Columbus
officials appointed Dr. Spiro Pollalis,
professor of design technology and
management at the Harvard University Graduate School of Design, to design the bridge.
His design, altered slightly for
budget reasons, was opened for traffic on July 30, 2010.
For more information and links go
to http://en.wikipedia.org. ■

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

2010 Governor’s report continued
Examinations

The Board’s examination process is
quite thorough and our licensing process ensures that only qualified individuals are admitted to the practice of
engineering and surveying.
In order to become registered as a
professional engineer or professional
surveyor, Ohio law requires that applicants pass a fundamentals examination and a principles and practice
examination.
The fundamentals examination is
the first-stage examination that is
usually taken after the applicant has
completed a four-year curriculum in
engineering or surveying.
The principles and practice examination is the second-stage examination taken after the applicant has
passed the fundamentals examination and obtained four years of acceptable engineering or surveying experience.
Each exam is eight hours long, with
one four-hour session in the morning
and another in the afternoon. Examinees must participate in both sessions on the same day.
During fiscal year 2010 the Board
reviewed 2,698 applications to take

the engineering and surveying examinations. 1,312 persons took the
fundamentals examinations, of which
943 (72%) received passing scores.
686 persons took the principles and
practice examinations, of which 379
(55%) received passing scores.

Comity

Comity is the process where a professional engineer or professional surveyor is granted an Ohio registration
based upon their registration in another state or United States territory.
All comity applicants must pass
the fundamentals examination and
the principles and practice examination, as well as meet Ohio’s registration requirements.
During fiscal year 2010, 517 individuals became registered in Ohio as
professional engineers or professional
surveyors by comity.

NCEES

The Board is a member of the National Council of Examiners for Engineers and Surveyors (NCEES) and
actively participates and represents
Ohio in council activities.
NCEES is comprised of the sixtyfive state and territorial licensing

Main Street Inclined single-rib tied arch bridge
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boards in the United States that regulate the professions of engineering
and surveying. NCEES develops and
scores the engineering and surveying
licensure examinations and assists
member boards in the development of
model laws and model rules.
Ohio is one of twelve states that
comprise the Central Zone.
The Board and its staff frequently
participate on NCEES committees
and attend the annual and central
zone meetings.

Activities

The Board and its staff frequently
speak at engineering and surveying
association and society meetings and
participate in their annual meetings.
The Board and its staff also visit
Ohio’s universities and colleges that
have engineering and surveying programs to speak about the value of licensure and other topics of interest.
The Board participated in several
additional activities during the fiscal
year.
● Bert Dawson, P.E., P.S. served
on the Public Utilities Commission of
Ohio Nominating Council.
● Bert Dawson, P.E., P.S. served
on the Household Sewage and Small
Flow On-Site Sewage Treatment System Study Commission.
● The Board, in conjunction with
the Ohio Society of Professional Engineers and the Professional Land
Surveyors of Ohio, conducted spring
and fall certificate ceremonies in the
Statehouse, recognizing individuals
that passed the fundamentals and
principles and practice examinations.
● Executive Director John F.
Greenhalge served as Chairman of
the NCEES Committee on Law Enforcement for 2009-2010 and was reappointed to the committee for 20102011.
● The Board has developed a program for new registrants covering the
registration and renewal process, the
laws and rules governing the practice
of engineering and surveying and
CPD. The goal of the program is to educate new registrants on the requirements and responsibilities associated
with professional licensure. ■

STAFFING, REGISTRANTS, EXAMS, COMITY AND MORE

Excerpts from the Board’s
2010 report to the Governor

O

hio’s State Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and Surveyors is the
agency responsible for regulating the
professions of engineering and surveying in the state.
The Board’s mission is to protect
the safety and welfare of the citizens
of Ohio by evaluating credentials and
administering examinations for registration, renewing licenses, investigating complaints and providing applicants, registrants and the public
with the most up-to-date information.
Our nearly 30,000 registrants are
the professionals that design Ohio’s
roads, bridges and highways, design
our homes, skyscrapers, schools,
churches and commercial buildings,
establish our property boundaries
and GIS data, inspect our waterways
and ensures the safety of our drinking water.

Staffing, Structure

The Board is comprised of five members: one professional engineer member, three professional engineer
and professional surveyor members
(known as a dual registrant) and one
professional surveyor member.
The Board members are appointed
by the Governor and serve five-year
terms.
The current Board members are:
Theodore B. Hubbard, P.E., P.S.,
Chair, Cincinnati; Bert Dawson, P.E.,
P.S.; Secretary, East Liverpool; Chandra R. Shah, P.E., Vice-Chair, Cincinnati; James D. Mawhorr, P.E., P.S.,
Member, Mansfield; and Franklin D.
Snyder, Jr., P.S., Jefferson.
The Board has an administrative
staff of eight full-time employees that
handle the daily operations of the
board and several consultants that
assist the Board in evaluating applications for registration and developing the Ohio surveying examination.
The Board has the lowest staff to
licensee ratio of any of Ohio’s licensure boards.

Committees

The Board has three committees:
1) an expert panel consisting of
four paid consultants which evaluate the examination and certificate of
authorization applications, and offer
professional opinions at the request of
the Board;
2) the Credentials Review Committee, consisting of Board members
and staff, which verifies and approves
examination and certificate of authorization applications; and
3) the Ohio Professional Surveyors
Exam Committee, consisting of volunteers and paid consultants that write
and grade the Ohio-specific principles
and practice of surveying examination that all applicants for licensure
as a professional surveyor must pass.
The current composition of the
Board, committees and office staff
provide a high level of expertise, manpower and balance for carrying out
the duties of the Board in an expeditious and unbiased manner.
The Board will request that its
personnel ceiling be restored to nine
positions in order to hire an investigator to assist in the investigation of
complaints and CPD audits.

Registrants

During fiscal year 2010, the Board
had 26,681 individuals registered as
professional engineers and professional surveyors.
There was a 0.6% decrease in individual registration renewals this year
attributed to the Continuing Professional Development requirement that
went into effect in 2008.
Certificates of Authorization were
issued to 2,007 firms licensed to offer
and provide engineering and/or surveying services in the State of Ohio.
During FY 2010 the Board registered 914 new professional engineers
and professional surveyors by examination and comity. ►
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License Status Definitions
ACTIVE Licensee active and
permitted to practice in Ohio
ACTIVE-IN-RENEWAL Licensee
active, in the process of renewal,
and permitted to practice in Ohio
FAILED TO RENEW Licensee
inactive and not authorized to
practice in Ohio; can renew online
without reinstatement
INACTIVE Licensee not renewed
and not authorized to practice in
Ohio

